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Abstract: Classifications of(α,β )-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideals of ternary semigroups are discussed. Relations between(∈,∈
∨q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideals and(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideals are established. Given special sets, so called
t-q-set andt-∈∨q-set, conditions for thet-q-set andt-∈∨q-set to be left (right and lateral) ideals are considered. Conditions for a
fuzzy set to be an(∈,q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideals, a(q,∈)-fuzzy left (right and lateral)ideals and a(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (right
and lateral) ideals are considered. Some new characterizations of weakly regular ternary semigroups are also established. Finally, the
implication-based fuzzy ideals are discussed.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of the mathematical literature of ternary
algebraic system dated back to 1930’s. In 1932 Lehmer
[3] investigated certain triple systems called triplexes
which turn out to be commutative ternary groups. The
notion of ternary semigroups was introduced by Banach
(cf. [4]) who is credited with an example of a ternary
semigroup which does not reduce to a semigroup. Los [4]
showed that every ternary semigroup can be embedded in
a semigroup. The notion of ideals created by Dedekind
for the theory of algebraic numbers, was generalized by
Emmy Noether for associative rings. The one- and
two-sided ideals introduced by her, are still central
concepts in ring theory. The concept of ideal is an
interesting and important idea in many other algebraic
structures as well. Sioson [9] developed the ideal theory
of ternary semigroups. He has extended various well
known concepts concerning ideals to ternary semigroups.

The concept of fuzzy set, introduced by Zadeh (see
[12]) in his pioneering paper of 1965 was applied by
Rosenfeld to the elementary theory of groupoids and
groups [7]. Since then many researchers have been
engaged to review various concepts and results from the
realm of abstract algebra in broader framework of fuzzy

setting. The idea of quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy point
with a fuzzy set, which is mentioned in [5], played a vital
role to generate some different types of fuzzy subgroups,
called(α,β )-fuzzy subgroups, introduced by Bhakat and
Das [1]. In particular, (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy subgroup is an
important and useful generalization of Rosenfeld’s fuzzy
subgroup. In ternary semigroups, the concept of
(α,β )-fuzzy ideals, which is studied in the paper [6], is
also important and useful generalization of the
well-known concepts, called fuzzy ideals.
In this paper, we classify(α,β )-fuzzy left (right and
lateral) ideals of ternary semigroups. We establish
relations between(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral)
ideals and(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideals.
Given two special sets, so calledt-q-set andt-∈∨q-set,
we discuss conditions for thet-q-set andt-∈∨q-set to be
a left (right and lateral) ideal. We provide conditions for
an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideal to be a
(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideal. We consider
conditions for a fuzzy set to be an(∈,q)-fuzzy left (right
and lateral) ideal, a(q,∈)-fuzzy left (right and lateral)
ideal and a(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideal.
Some characterizations of weakly regular ternary
semigroups are also established. Finally, the
implication-based fuzzy ideals are discussed.
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2 Preliminaries

Definition 1. A ternary semigroup is an algebraic
structure consisting of a nonempty set S together with a
ternary operation (a,b,c) → [abc] satisfying the
associative law[[abc]xy] = [a[bcx]y] = [ab[cxy]] for all
a,b,c,x,y∈ S.

Example 1.(1) Any semigroup can be made into a ternary
semigroup by defining the ternary product to be[abc] =
abc.

(2) Let X be any nonempty set. The setS(X) of all
words of odd length form a ternary semigroup under
juxtaposition as operation.

A nonempty subsetA of a ternary semigroupSis called
ternary subsemigroup ofS if abc∈ A for all a,b,c∈ A. By
a left (right and lateral) ideal of a ternary semigroupSwe
mean a nonempty subsetA of Ssuch thatxya∈ A (axy∈ A
andxay∈A) for all a∈A andx,y∈S.A ternary semigroup
Sis called left (resp. right ) zero ternary semigroup ifxyz=
x (resp.xyz= z ) for all x,y,z∈ S.

A fuzzy set in a setS is a functionµ : S→ [0,1] . A
fuzzy setµ in a setSof the form

µ(y) :=

{

t ∈ (0,1] if y= x,
0 if y 6= x,

is said to be afuzzy pointwith supportx and valuet and is
denoted byxt .

For a fuzzy pointxt and a fuzzy setµ in a setS, Pu
and Liu [5] introduced the symbolxtαµ , whereα ∈ {∈
, q,∈∨q,∈∧q}. To say thatxt ∈ µ (resp.xt q µ), we mean
µ(x)≥ t (resp.µ(x)+ t > 1), and in this case,xt is said to
belong to(resp.be quasi-coincident with) a fuzzy setµ .
To say thatxt ∈∨q µ (resp.xt ∈∧q µ), we meanxt ∈ µ or
xt qµ (resp.xt ∈ µ andxt qµ). To say thatxt α µ , we mean
xtαµ does not hold, whereα ∈ {∈,q,∈∨q,∈∧q}.

A fuzzy setµ in S is called a fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal ofS if and only if it satisfies the following
condition:

µ (xyz)≥ µ (z) (resp.µ (xyz)≥ µ (x) andµ (xyz)≥ µ (y))
(1)

for all x,y,z∈ S.
A fuzzy setµ in a ternary semigroupS is said to be

an(α,β )-fuzzy ternary subsemigroupof S(see [6]) where
α 6= ∈∧q, if it satisfies the following condition:

xt1α µ , yt2α µ , zt3α µ =⇒ (xyz)min{t1,t2,t3} β µ

for all x,y,z∈ Sandt1, t2, t3 ∈ (0,1]. Note that a fuzzy set
µ in a ternary semigroupS is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy ternary
subsemigroupof S if and only if

(∀x,y,z∈S)(µ(xyz)≥ min{µ(x),µ(y),µ(z),0.5}) (see [6]).

Let µ , ν and λ be three fuzzy sets in a ternary
semigroupS. The productµ ◦ν ◦λ is defined by:

(µ ◦ν ◦λ )(a)

=











∨

a=xyz
{µ (x)∧ν (y)∧λ (z)}

if ∃ x,y,z∈ S
such that
a= xyz,

0 otherwise.

A fuzzy setµ in a ternary semigroupSis an(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy quasi-ideal ofS if and only if it satisfies:

(i) µ (x) ≥
min{(µ ◦S◦S)(x) ,(S◦ µ ◦S)(x) ,(S◦S◦ µ)(x) ,0.5}.

(ii) µ (x) ≥
min{(µ ◦S◦S)(x) ,(S◦S◦ µ ◦S◦S)(x) ,(S◦S◦ µ)(x) ,0.5},

whereS is the fuzzy set inSmapping every element of
Son 1.

A fuzzy setµ in a ternary semigroupSis an(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy generalized bi-ideal ofS if and only if

µ (xuyvz)≥ min{µ (x) ,µ (y) ,µ (z) ,0.5}
for all u,v,x,y,z ∈ S. A fuzzy set in S is an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy bi-ideal of S if and only if it is an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy ternary subsemigroup and an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy generalized bi-ideal. It is obvious that
every (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left (right and lateral) ideal is an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy quasi-ideal and every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy
quasi-ideal is (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy bi-ideal and every
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy bi-ideal is an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy
generalized bi-ideal ofS.

Let µ be a fuzzy set inS. Then the set

U (µ ; t) := {x∈ S: µ (x)≥ t}

wheret ∈ [0,1] , is called level subset ofµ .

3 Classifications and properties of
(α,β )-fuzzy left (right, lateral) ideals

Definition 2.([6] ) . A fuzzy setµ in a ternary semigroup
S is said to be an(α,β )-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral)
ideal of S, whereα 6= ∈∧q, if it satisfies the following
condition:

ztα µ implies(xyz)tβ µ (resp.(zxy)t β µ and(xzy)tβ µ)
(2)

for all x,y,z∈ S and t∈ (0,1].

Example 2.Let S= {a,b,c,d,e} andxyz= (x∗ y)∗z= x∗
(y∗ z) for all x,y,z∈ S, where∗ is defined by the following
table:

∗ a b c d e
a a d a d d
b a b a d d
c a d c d e
d a d a d d
e a d c d e
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ThenS is a ternary semigroup. Define a fuzzy setµ in Sas
follows:

µ : S→ [0,1], x 7→



















0.50 if x= a,
0.70 if x= b,
0.20 if x= c,
0.55 if x= d,
0.60 if x= e.

Then simple calculations show thatµ is an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left ideal of S, but neither an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal, nor an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy lateral
ideal ofS, sincee0.3 ∈ µ , but

(ecc)0.3∈ ∨qµ ,

and
(cec)0.3∈ ∨qµ .

Moreover we see that:
(i) µ is not an(∈,∈)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, sinceb0.65 ∈ µ
but

(dcb)0.65∈µ .
(ii) µ is not an(∈,q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, sinceb0.3 ∈ µ ,
but

(ddb)0.3qµ .
(iii) µ is not a(q,q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, sinceb0.32qµ ,
but

(ddb)0.32qµ .
(iv) µ is not a(q,∈)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, sinceb0.65qµ ,
but

(bad)0.65∈µ .
(v) µ is not an(∈,∈ ∧q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, sinceb0.31∈
µ , but

(ddb)0.31qµ and so(ddb)0.31∈ ∧qµ .

(vi) µ is not a(q,∈ ∧q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, sinceb0.33qµ ,
but

(ddb)0.33qµ and so(ddb)0.33∈ ∧qµ .
(vii) µ is not an(∈ ∨q,∈)-fuzzy left ideal of S, since
b0.64∈ ∨qµ , but

(bad)0.64∈µ .
(viii) µ is not an(∈ ∨q,q)-fuzzy left ideal of S, since
b0.27∈ ∨qµ , but

(ddb)0.27qµ .
(ix) µ is not an(∈ ∨q,∈ ∧q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, since
b0.38∈ ∨qµ , but

(adb)0.38qµ and so(adb)0.38∈ ∧qµ .

Example 3.Let S= {0,a,b,c,1} andxyz= (x∗ y)∗z= x∗
(y∗ z) for all x,y,z∈S, where∗ is defined by the following
table:

∗ 0 a b c 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 a a
b 0 0 b b b
c 0 0 b c c
1 0 a b c 1

ThenS is a ternary semigroup. Define a fuzzy setλ in Sas
follows:

λ : S→ [0,1], x 7→



















0.8 if x= 0,
0.2 if x= a,
0.5 if x= b,
0.7 if x= c,
0.2 if x= 1.

Then simple calculations show thatλ is an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal of S, but neither an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left ideal nor an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy lateral
ideal ofS, sincec0.1 ∈ λ , but

(1ac)0.1∈ ∨qλ

and
(ac1)0.1∈ ∨qλ .

Moreover we see that:
(i) λ is not an(∈,∈)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, sincec0.6 ∈ λ
but

(c1b)0.6∈λ .

(ii) λ is not an(∈,q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, sincec0.3 ∈ λ ,
but

(c1b)0.3qλ .

(iii) λ is not a(q,q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, sincec0.31qλ ,
but

(cbb)0.31qλ .

(iv) λ is not a(q,∈)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, sincea0.9qλ ,
but

(a00)0.9∈λ .

(v) λ is not an(∈,∈ ∧q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, since
c0.51∈ λ , but

(c1b)0.51∈λ and so(bca)0.31∈ ∧qλ .

(vi) λ is not a (q,∈ ∧q)-fuzzy right ideal of S, since
c0.35qλ , but

(cbb)0.35qλ and so(cbb)0.35∈ ∧qλ .

(vii) λ is not an(∈ ∨q,∈)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, since
c0.59∈ ∨qλ , but

(c1b)0.59∈λ .

(viii) λ is not an(∈ ∨q,q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, since
c0.34∈ ∨qλ , but

(abb)0.34qλ .

(ix) λ is not an(∈ ∨q,∈ ∧q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, since
c0.39∈ ∨qλ , but

(cbb)0.39qλ and so(cbb)0.39∈ ∧qλ .
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Lemma 1.([6]) . A fuzzy setµ in a ternary semigroup S is
an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral) idealof S,
if and only if it satisfies the following condition:

µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (z) ,0.5}

(resp.µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (x) ,0.5} ,µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (y) ,0.5})

for all x,y,z∈ S.

A fuzzy setµ in a ternary semigroup S is said to be an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided idealof S if it is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy left idealand an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right idealof S. By
an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy idealwe mean a fuzzy setµ in S which
is an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left ideal, an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right
idealand an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy lateral idealof S.

In considering(α,β )-fuzzy left (right and lateral)
ideals in a ternary semigroupS, we have twelve different
types of such structures, that is,(α,β ) is any one of
(∈,∈), (∈,q), (∈, ∈ ∧q), (∈, ∈ ∨q), (q,∈), (q,q),
(q,∈∧q), (q,∈∨q), (∈∨q,∈), (∈∨q,q), (∈∨q,∈∧q),
and(∈∨q,∈∨q). Clearly, we have relations among these
types which are described in the following theorems.

Theorem 1. We have the following relations:

(∈,∈)

"*N
NN

NN
NN

NN
N

NN
NN

NN
NN

NN
(∈,∈∧q)ks +3

��

(∈,q)

t| pp
pp
pp
pp
pp

pp
pp
pp
pp
pp

(∈,∈∨q)

(∈∨q,∈∨q)

KS

(∈∨q,∈)

4<pppppppppp

pppppppppp

(∈∨q,∈∧q)ks

KS

+3 (∈∨q,q)

bj NNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNN

(3)

and

(q,∈)

 (
JJ

JJ
JJ

JJ
J

JJ
JJ

JJ
JJ

J
(q,∈∧q)ks +3

��

(q,q)

v~ uu
uu
uu
uu
u

uu
uu
uu
uu
u

(q,∈∨q)

(4)

Theorem 2.If there exists x∈S such thatµ(x)> 0.5, then
we have the following relations:

(∈∧q,∈)

"*N
NN

NN
NN

NN
N

NN
NN

NN
NN

NN
(∈∧q,∈∧q)ks +3

��

(∈∧q,q)

t| pp
pp
pp
pp
pp

pp
pp
pp
pp
pp

(∈∧q,∈∨q)

(∈,∈∨q)

KS

Proposition 1. In a left (resp. right) zero ternary
semigroup, every fuzzy set is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right
(resp. left) ideal.

Proof. Straightforward.

Remark.In a left zero ternary semigroupS, there exists
a fuzzy set which is neither an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal
nor an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy lateral ideal ofS as seen in the
following example.

Example 4. Let S= {a,b,c,d} be a set with a ternary
operation[ ] which is given by[xyz] = x for all x,y,z∈ S.
ThenS is a left zero ternary semigroup. Define a fuzzy set
µ in Sas follows:

µ : S→ [0,1], x 7→











0.32 if x= a,
0.63 if x= b,
0.79 if x= c,
0.87 if x= d.

Thenµ is neither an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal nor an(∈
,∈∨q)-fuzzy lateral ideal ofS, since

µ(acd)� min{µ(d),0.5}

and
µ(acd)� min{µ(c),0.5} .

Remark.In a ternary semigroupS, every(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy
left (right and lateral) ideal ofS is an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy
ternary subsemigroup ofS, but the converse is not true in
general, as seen in the following examples.

Example 5.Consider the ternary semigroupSof Example
4. Define a fuzzy setµ in S as follows:

µ : S→ [0,1], x 7→











0.3 if x= a,
0.4 if x= b,
0.7 if x= c,
0.8 if x= d.

Thenµ is an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy ternary subsemigroup ofS,
but neither an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal nor an(∈,∈∨q)-
fuzzy lateral ideal ofS, since

µ (acd)� min{µ (d) ,0.5}

and
µ (acd)� min{µ (c) ,0.5} .

Example 6. Let S= {a,b,c,d} be a set with a ternary
operation[ ] which is given by[xyz] = z for all x,y,z∈ S.
ThenS is a right zero ternary semigroup. Define a fuzzy
setµ in Sas follows:

µ : S→ [0,1], x 7→











0.34 if x= a,
0.47 if x= b,
0.67 if x= c,
0.91 if x= d.

Thenµ is an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy ternary subsemigroup ofS,
but not an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS, since

µ (dba)� min{µ (d) ,0.5} .

c© 2015 NSP
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Now, we investigate relations between
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral) ideals and
(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral) ideals.

Theorem 3. Every (q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S is an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right
and lateral) ideal of S.

Proof. Let µ be a(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS and let
x,y,z∈ Sandt ∈ (0,1] be such thatzt ∈ µ . Thenµ (z)≥ t.
Suppose(xyz)t ∈ ∨qµ . Then

µ (xyz) < t,

µ (xyz)+ t ≤ 1.

It follows that
µ (xyz)< 0.5. (5)

Thus we have

µ (xyz)< min{t,0.5}

and so

1− µ (xyz) > 1−min{t,0.5}

= max{1− t,0.5}

≥ max{1− µ (z) ,0.5} .

Hence there existsδ ∈ (0,1] such that

1− µ (xyz)≥ δ > max{1− µ (z) ,0.5} . (6)

From the right inequality in (6) we have
µ (z)+ δ > 1, that is,zδ qµ . Sinceµ is a (q,∈∨q)-fuzzy
left ideal ofS, it follows that(xyz)δ ∈ ∨qµ . But from the
left inequality in (6) we haveµ (xyz) + δ ≤ 1, that is,
(xyz)δ qµ andµ (xyz) ≤ 1− δ < 1− 0.5 = 0.5 < δ , that
is, (xyz)δ ∈µ . Hence (xyz)δ ∈ ∨qµ , a contradiction.
Therefore, (xyz)t ∈ ∨qµ , and thus µ is an
(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS.

Similarly we can prove the case of right ideal and
lateral ideal ofS.

Combining Theorem3 and (4 ) in Theorem1, we have
the following relations.

(q,∈)

 (
JJ

JJ
JJ

JJ
J

JJ
JJ

JJ
JJ

J
(q,∈∧q)ks +3

��

(q,q)

v~ tt
tt
tt
tt
t

tt
tt
tt
tt
t

(q,∈∨q)

��
(∈,∈∨q)

(7)

We now provide conditions for an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left
(resp. right and lateral) ideal to be a(q, ∈∨q)-fuzzy left
(resp. right and lateral) ideal.

Theorem 4. Assume that every fuzzy point has the value t
in (0,0.5]. Then every(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S is a(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S.

Proof. Let µ be an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS. Let
x,y,z∈ S andt ∈ (0,0.5] be such thatztqµ . Thenµ (z)+
t > 1. It follows that µ (z) > 1− t ≥ t, that is,zt ∈ µ . By
hypothesis it follows that(xyz)t ∈ ∨qµ . Thereforeµ is a
(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS.

The case of right ideal and lateral ideal can be proved
like wise.

Corollary 1. Let µ be an(α,β )-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S where(α,β ) is any one of(∈,∈), (∈,q),
(∈,∈∧q), (∈∨q,∈), (∈∨q,q), (∈∨q, ∈∧q), and (∈
∨q, ∈∨q). If every fuzzy point has the value t in(0,0.5],
then µ is a (q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral)
ideal of S.

Lemma 2. If S is a ternary semigroup, then a nonempty
subset A of S is a right (resp. lateral ) ideal of S if and only
if the characteristic functionχA of A is an(∈, ∈ ∨q)-fuzzy
right (resp. lateral) ideal of S.

Proof. Let A be a right ideal ofS and let χA be the
characteristic function ofA. Let x ∈ S. If x /∈ A, then
χA(x) = 0 and soχA (xyz) ≥ min{χA (x) ,0.5} . If x ∈ A,
thenχA (x) = 1. SinceA is a right ideal ofS, soxyz∈ A
andχA (xyz) = 1. It follows that

χA(xyz)≥ min{χA (x) ,0.5} .

ThusχA is an(∈, ∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS.
Conversely assume that the characteristic functionχA

of A is an(∈, ∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS. Let x ∈ ASS.
Then x = auv for someu,v ∈ S and a ∈ A. Therefore
χA(a) = 1. It follows that

χA (x) = χA (auv)≥ min{χA(a) ,0.5}= 0.5.

This implies thatχA (x) = 1. Thusx∈ A. ThereforeA is a
right ideal ofS.

Theorem 5.([6]) A fuzzy setµ in S is an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy
left (resp. right and lateral) ideal of S if and only if the set

U(µ ; t) := {x∈ S| µ(x)≥ t}

is a left (resp. right and lateral) ideal of S for all
t ∈ (0,0.5].

Corollary 2. Let µ be an(α,β )-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S where(α,β ) is any one of(∈,∈), (∈
,q), (∈,∈∧q), (∈∨q,∈), (∈ ∨q,q), (∈∨q, ∈∧q), and
(∈ ∨q, ∈ ∨q). Then the set

U(µ ; t) := {x∈ S| µ(x)≥ t}

is a left (resp. right and lateral) ideal of S for all
t ∈ (0,0.5].

c© 2015 NSP
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For a fuzzy setµ in Sandt ∈ (0,1], consider thet-q-
setSt

q andt-∈∨q-set with respect tot (briefly, t-q-set and
t-∈∨q-set, respectively) as follows:

St
q := {x∈ X | xt qµ} and St

∈∨q := {x∈ X | xt ∈∨qµ}.

Note that, for anyt, r ∈ (0,1], if t ≥ r then everyr-q-set
is contained in thet-q-set, that is,Sr

q ⊆ St
q, andU(µ ; t)∪

Sr
q ⊆U(µ ; r)∪St

q. Obviously,St
∈∨q =U(µ ; t)∪St

q.

Theorem 6. If µ is an (∈,∈)-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S, then the t-q-set St

q is a left (resp. right
and lateral) ideal of S for all t∈ (0,1], whenever it is
nonempty.

Proof.Let x,y,z∈Sandt ∈ (0,1] be such thatz∈St
q. Then

ztqµ , that is,µ (z)+ t > 1. It follows that

µ (xyz)+ t ≥ µ (z)+ t > 1

and so(xyz)t qµ . Hencexyz∈ St
q, and thereforeSt

q is a left
ideal ofS.

Similarly we can prove the cases of right ideal and
lateral ideal ofS.

Theorem 7. For a fuzzy setµ in S, if the t-q-set Stq is a left
(resp. right and lateral) ideal of S for all t∈ (0.5,1], then
µ is an(∈,q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral) ideal of S.

Proof. Let x,y,z∈ S andt ∈ (0.5,1] be such thatzt ∈ µ .
Thenµ (z) ≥ t. It follows that µ (z) + t > 0.5+ 0.5 = 1,
that is,ztqµ and soz∈St

q. By hypothesis we havexyz∈St
q

and so(xyz)t qµ . Thereforeµ is an(∈,q)-fuzzy left ideal
of S.

Similarly we can prove the cases of right ideal and
lateral ideal ofS.

Theorem 8. For a fuzzy setµ in S, if the t-q-set Stq is a left
(resp. right and lateral) ideal of S for all t∈ (0,0.5], then
µ is a (q,∈)-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral) ideal of S.

Proof.Let x,y,z∈Sandt ∈ (0,0.5] be such thatztqµ . Then
z∈St

q. By hypothesis we havexyz∈St
q and so(xyz)t qµ . It

follows thatµ (xyz)+t > 1, that is,µ (xyz)> 1−t ≥ t, and
so µ (xyz) ≥ t. Hence(xyz)t ∈ µ . Thereforeµ is a(q,∈)-
fuzzy left ideal ofS.

In a similar fashion we can prove the case of right ideal
and lateral ideal.

Theorem 9. If µ is a (q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S, then the t-q-set St

q is a left (resp. right
and lateral) ideal of S for all t∈ (0.5,1], whenever it is
nonempty.

Proof. Let x,y,z∈ S and t ∈ (0.5,1] be such thatz∈ St
q.

Thenztqµ . Sinceµ is a (q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS,
we have(xyz)t ∈ ∨qµ , that is,(xyz)t ∈ µ or (xyz)t qµ . If
(xyz)t qµ , then xyz ∈ St

q. If (xyz)t ∈ µ , then
µ (xyz) ≥ t > 1− t, sincet > 0.5. Hence(xyz)t qµ and so
xyz∈ St

q. ThereforeSt
q is a left ideal ofS.

The same argument leads to the proof of others.

Corollary 3. If µ is an (α,β )-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S where(α,β ) is one of(q,∈), (q,q) and
(q,∈ ∧q), then the t-q-set Stq is a left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S for all t∈ (0.5,1], whenever it is
nonempty.

Lemma 3([6]). For a left (resp. right and lateral) ideal A
of S, let µ be a fuzzy set in S such that

(1) µ(x)≥ 0.5 for all x ∈ A,
(2) µ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ S\A.

Thenµ is a(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral)
ideal of S.

Using Theorem9 and Lemma3, we have the following
result.

Theorem 10.For a left (resp. right and lateral) ideal A of
S, if µ is a fuzzy set in S such that

(1) µ(x)≥ 0.5 for all x ∈ A,
(2) µ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ S\A,

then the nonempty t-q-set St
q is a left (resp. right and

lateral) ideal of S for all t∈ (0.5,1].

Theorem 11. For a fuzzy setµ in S, if the nonempty t-
∈∨q-set St∈∨q is a left (resp. right and lateral) ideal of S
for all t ∈ (0,1], thenµ is a(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right
and lateral) ideal of S.

Proof. We prove only for left ideal. Others follow in an
analogous way. Letx,y,z∈ S and t ∈ (0,1] be such that
ztqµ . Thenz∈ St

q ⊆ St
∈∨q . From the hypothesis it follows

that xyz∈ St
∈∨q. Hence(xyz)t ∈ ∨qµ . Thereforeµ is a

(q,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS.

One naturally asks the following interesting question:
Question: If µ is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy fuzzy left (resp. right
and lateral) ideal ofS, then is thet-q-setSt

q a left (resp.
right and lateral) ideal ofS?

The answer to the above question is negative (fort ≤
0.5) as seen in the following example:

Example 7.Consider the ternary semigroupSof Example
2. Define a fuzzy setµ in Sas follows:

µ : S→ [0,1], x 7→



















0.87 if x= a,
0.74 if x= b,
0.25 if x= c,
0.62 if x= d,
0.41 if x= e.

Then simple calculations show thatµ is an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, but the set

S0.27
q = {a,b}

is not a left ideal ofSbecauseaab= d /∈ S0.27
q .

But the following theorem answers the above question
affirmatively:
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Theorem 12. If µ is an (∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right
and lateral) ideal of S, then the nonempty t-q-set St

q is a
left (resp. right and lateral) ideal of S for all t∈ (0.5,1].

Proof.Assume thatSt
q 6= /0 for t ∈ (0.5,1]. Let x,y∈ Sand

let z∈ St
q. Thenztqµ , that is,µ (z)+ t > 1. It follows that

µ (xyz)+ t ≥ min{µ (z) ,0.5}+ t

= min{µ (z)+ t,0.5+ t}

> 1.

So(xyz)t qµ . Hencexyz∈St
q and thereforeSt

q is a left ideal
of S.

The same argument leads to the proof of the cases of
right and lateral ideal.

Corollary 4. If µ is an (α,β )-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S where(α,β ) is any one of(∈,∈), (∈,q),
(∈,∈∧q), (∈∨q,∈), (∈∨q,q), (∈∨q, ∈∧q), (∈∨q,
∈∨q), (q,∈), (q,q), (q,∈∨q), and (q,∈∧q), then the
nonempty t-q-set Stq is a left (resp. right and lateral) ideal
of S for all t∈ (0.5,1].

Theorem 13.Let µ be a fuzzy set in S. Thenµ is an (∈
,∈∨q)-fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral) ideal of S, if and
only if the nonempty t-∈∨q-set St∈∨q is a left (resp. right
and lateral) ideal of S for all t∈ (0,1].

Proof.Assume thatµ is an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS.
Letz∈St

∈∨q. Thenzt ∈∨qµ , that is,µ (z)≥ t or µ (z)+t >
1. Sinceµ is an(∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left ideal ofS, we have

µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (z) ,0.5} .

CaseI. µ (z)≥ t. If t > 0.5, then

µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (z) ,0.5}= 0.5

and hence(xyz)t qµ . If t ≤ 0.5, then

µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (z) ,0.5} ≥ t

and so(xyz)t ∈ µ . Hence(xyz)t ∈ ∨qµ .
CaseII. Let µ (z)+t > 1. If t >0.5, then 1−t < 0.5< t

and

µ (xyz) ≥ min{µ (z) ,0.5}

=

{

µ (z) if µ (z)< 0.5
0.5 if µ (z)≥ 0.5

> 1− t,

and hence(xyz)t qµ . If t ≤ 0.5, then

µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (z) ,0.5} ≥ min{1− t,0.5}= 0.5≥ t,

and so(xyz)t ∈ µ . Thus(xyz)t ∈ ∨qµ . Hence in any case,
we have(xyz)t ∈ ∨qµ . ThereforeSt

∈∨q is a left ideal ofS.
Conversely letµ be a fuzzy set inS andt ∈ (0,1] be

such thatSt
∈∨q is a left ideal ofS. If possible, let

µ (xyz)< t ≤ min{µ (z) ,0.5}

for somet ∈ (0,0.5) andx,y,z∈ S. Thenz∈ U (µ ; t) ⊆
St
∈∨q, which implies thatxyz∈ St

∈∨q. Henceµ (xyz) ≥ t or
µ (xyz)+ t > 1, a contradiction. It follows that

µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (z) ,0.5}

for all x,y,z∈ S. Thereforeµ is an (∈,∈∨q)-fuzzy left
ideal ofS.

The cases of right ideal and lateral ideal ofS can be
proved like wise.

Corollary 5. If µ is an (α,β )-fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S where(α,β ) is any one of(∈,∈), (∈,q),
(∈,∈∧q), (∈∨q,∈), (∈∨q,q), (∈∨q, ∈∧q), (∈∨q,
∈∨q), (q,∈), (q,q), (q,∈∨q), and (q,∈∧q), then the
nonempty t-∈∨q-set St∈∨q is a left (resp. right and lateral)
ideal of S for all t∈ (0,1].

4 Weakly regular ternary semigroups

In this section we characterize right weakly regular
ternary semigroups in terms of(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right
ideals, (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided ideals and
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy generalized bi-ideals.

Definition 3.([8] ). A ternary semigroup S is said to be
right (resp. left) weakly regular, if x∈ (xSS)3
(

resp. x∈ (SSx)3
)

for all x ∈ S.

Lemma 4.([8]). A ternary semigroup S is right weakly
regular if and only if R∩ I = RII, for every right ideal R
and every two sided ideal I of S.

For a fuzzy setµ in S, we defineµ− (x) = µ (x)∧0.5
for all x∈ S.

Theorem 14. For a ternary semigroup S, the following
assertions are equivalent:

(1) S is right weakly regular;
(2) (µ ∧ν)− = (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− for every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy

right ideal µ and every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided idealν
of S;

(3) (µ ∧ν)− = (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− for every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy
right ideal µ and every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy idealν of S.

Proof.(1)⇒ (2) : Let µ be an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal
andν an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided ideal ofS. Now for
any a ∈ S, there exists1,s2,s3, t1, t2, t3 ∈ S such thata =
(as1t1)(as2t2)(as3t3). It follows that

(µ ◦ν ◦ν)− (a) = (µ ◦ν ◦ν)(a)∧0.5

=

{

∨

a=pqr

{µ (p)∧ν (q)∧ν (r)}

}

∧0.5

≤

{
∨

a=pqr
{µ (pqr)∧0.5}∧ν (q)∧

{ν (pqr)∧0.5}

}

∧0.5

≤

{

∨

a=pqr

{µ (pqr)∧ν (pqr)}

}

∧0.5

≤ {µ (a)∧ν (a)}∧0.5= (µ ∧ν)− (a)
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Thus(µ ◦ν ◦ν)− ≤ (µ ∧ν)−. On the other hand

(µ ∧ν)− (a) = (µ ∧ν)(a)∧0.5

= {µ (a)∧ν (a)∧ν (a)}∧0.5

≤ {µ (as1t1)∧ν (as2t2)∧ν (as3t3)}

∧0.5

≤

{

∨

a=xyz

(µ (x)∧ν (y)∧ν (z))

}

∧0.5

= (µ ◦ν ◦ν)(a)∧0.5= (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− (a) .

Thus(µ ∧ν)− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦ν)−. Consequently(µ ∧ν)− =

(µ ◦ν ◦ν)−.
(2) ⇒ (3) : This is obvious because every(∈,∈ ∨q)-

fuzzy ideal is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided ideal ofS.
(3)⇒ (1) : Let R be a right ideal andI an ideal ofS.

Then by Lemma2, χR and χI are (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right
ideal and(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy ideal of S, respectively. By
hypothesis it follows that

(χR∧ χI )
− = (χR◦ χI ◦ χI)

−

χ−
R∩I = (χRII)

− .

ThusR∩ I = RII. Hence by Lemma4, S is right weakly
regular.

Corollary 6. If (µ ∧ν)− = (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− for every(α,β )-
fuzzy right idealµ and every(α,β )-fuzzy two sided ideal
ν of S, where(α,β ) is any one of(∈,∈), (∈,q), (∈, ∈
∧q), (∈∨q,∈), (∈∨q,q), (∈∨q,∈∧q), and (∈∨q,∈
∨q), then S is a right weakly regular ternary semigroup.

Theorem 15. For a ternary semigroup S, the following
assertions are equivalent:

(1) S is right weakly regular;
(2) Each (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal µ of S is

idempotent.

Proof.(1)⇒ (2) : Let µ be an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal
of S. Now for anya ∈ S, there exists1,s2,s3, t1, t2, t3 ∈ S
such thata= (as1t1)(as2t2)(as3t3). It follows that

(µ ◦ µ ◦ µ)− (a) = (µ ◦ µ ◦ µ)(a)∧0.5

=

{

∨

a=pqr

{µ (p)∧µ (q)∧µ (r)}

}

∧0.5

≤

{

∨

a=pqr

{{µ (pqr)∧0.5}∧µ (q)∧µ (r)}

}

∧0.5

≤
∨

a=pqr

µ (pqr)∧0.5

≤ µ (a)∧0.5= µ− (a) .

Thus(µ ◦ µ ◦ µ)− ≤ µ−. On the other hand

µ− (a) = µ (a)∧0.5

= {µ (a)∧µ (a)∧µ (a)}∧0.5

≤

{

{µ (as1t1)∧0.5}∧{µ (as2t2)∧0.5}
∧{µ (as3t3)∧0.5}

}

∧0.5

≤

{

∨

a=pqr

{µ (p)∧µ (q)∧µ (r)}

}

∧0.5

= (µ ◦ µ ◦ µ)(a)∧0.5= (µ ◦ µ ◦ µ)− (a) .

Thusµ− ≤ (µ ◦ µ ◦ µ)−. Henceµ− = (µ ◦ µ ◦ µ)−.
(2) ⇒ (1) : Let x ∈ S, we show thatx ∈ (xSS)3. Let

A= x∪xSSbe the right ideal generated byx and letχA be
the characteristic function ofA. Then by Lemma2, χA is
an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS. Thus by hypothesis

χ−
A = (χA◦ χA◦ χA)

−

= χ−
A3.

This implies thatA= A3.
Sincex ∈ A, it follows that x ∈ A3. This implies that

x∈ A3 = (x∪xSS)3. Thus

x ∈ (x∪xSS)(x∪xSS)(x∪xSS)

= xxx∪xxSSx∪xSSxx∪xSSxSSx

∪xxxSS∪xxSSxSS∪xSSxxSS∪xSSxSSxSS

impliesx∈ (xSS)3. ThereforeS is right weakly regular.

Corollary 7. If every (α,β )-fuzzy right idealµ of S is
idempotent, where(α,β ) is any one of(∈,∈), (∈,q), (∈,
∈ ∧q), (∈ ∨q,∈), (∈ ∨q,q), (∈ ∨q,∈ ∧q), and
(∈ ∨q,∈ ∨q), then S is a right weakly regular ternary
semigroup.

Theorem 16. For a ternary semigroup S, the following
assertions are equivalent:

(1) S is right weakly regular;
(2) (µ ∧ν ∧λ )− = (µ ◦ν ◦λ )− for every(∈,∈ ∨q)-

fuzzy bi-idealµ , every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided idealν
and every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right idealλ of S;

(3) (µ ∧ν ∧λ )− = (µ ◦ν ◦λ )− for every(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy quasi-idealµ , every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided ideal
ν and every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right idealλ of S.

Proof.(1)⇒ (2) : Let µ be an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy bi-ideal,ν
an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided ideal andλ an
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal ofS. Now for a ∈ S, there
exist s1,s2,s3, t1, t2, t3 ∈ S such that
a= (as1t1) (as2t2)(as3t3) = a(s1t1as2t2)(as3t3) . Now

(µ ∧ν ∧λ )− (a) = (µ ∧ν ∧λ )(a)∧0.5

= {µ (a)∧ν (a)∧λ (a)}∧0.5

≤

{

{µ (a)∧ν (s1t1as2t2)∧0.5}∧
{λ (as3t3)∧0.5}

}

∧0.5

=

{

∨

a=pqr

{µ (p)∧ν (q)∧λ (r)}

}

∧0.5

= (µ ◦ν ◦λ )(a)∧0.5= (µ ◦ν ◦λ )− (a) .
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Thus(µ ∧ν ∧λ )− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦λ )−.

(2) ⇒ (3) : This is obvious because every(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy quasi-ideal is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy bi-ideal ofS.

(3)⇒ (1) : Let µ be an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal and
ν an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided ideal ofS. Takeλ = ν.
Since every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal is also(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy quasi-ideal. Thus by hypothesis

(µ ∧ν ∧ν)− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦ν)−, which implies
(µ ∧ν)− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦ν)−. But (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− ≤ (µ ∧ν)− is
straightforward. Hence (µ ∧ν)− = (µ ◦ν ◦ν)−.
Therefore by Theorem14, S is right weakly regular.

Corollary 8. If (µ ∧ν ∧λ )− = (µ ◦ν ◦λ )− for every
(α,β )-fuzzy bi-ideal (quasi-ideal)µ , every (α,β )-fuzzy
two sided idealν and every(α,β )-fuzzy right idealλ of
S, where(α,β ) is any one of(∈,∈), (∈,q), (∈, ∈∧q),
(∈∨q,∈), (∈∨q,q), (∈∨q,∈∧q), and (∈∨q,∈∨q),
then S is a right weakly regular ternary semigroup.

Theorem 17. For a ternary semigroup S, the following
assertions are equivalent:

(1) S is right weakly regular;

(2) (µ ∧ν)− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− for every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy
bi-ideal µ and every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided idealν of
S;

(3) (µ ∧ν)− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− for every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy
quasi-idealµ and every(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided idealν
of S.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) : Let µ be an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy bi-ideal
andν an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided ideal ofS. Now for
any a ∈ S, there exists1,s2,s3, t1, t2, t3 ∈ S such that
a = (as1t1) (as2t2) (as3t3) = a(s1t1as2t2) (as3t3) . It
follows that

(µ ∧ν)− (a) = (µ ∧ν)(a)∧0.5

= {µ (a)∧ν (a)∧ν (a)}∧0.5

≤

{

{µ (a)∧ν (s1t1as2t2)∧0.5}∧
{ν (as3t3)∧0.5}

}

∧0.5

=

{

∨

a=lmn

{µ (l)∧ν (m)∧ν (n)}

}

∧0.5

= (µ ◦ν ◦ν)(a)∧0.5= (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− (a) .

Thus(µ ∧ν)− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− .

(2) ⇒ (3) : This is obvious because every(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy quasi-ideal is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy bi-ideal ofS.

(3) ⇒ (1) : Let µ be an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal
andν an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy two sided ideal ofS. Since every
(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy right ideal is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy quasi-
ideal of S. Thus by hypothesis(µ ∧ν)− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦ν)−.

Also

(µ ◦ν ◦ν)− (a) = (µ ◦ν ◦ν)(a)∧0.5

=

{

∨

a=lmn

{µ (l)∧ν (m)∧ν (n)}

}

∧0.5

≤

{

∨

a=lmn
{µ (lmn)∧0.5}∧ν (m)∧

{ν (lmn)∧0.5}

}

∧0.5

≤
∨

a=lmn

µ (lmn)∧ν (lmn)∧0.5

= (µ ∧ν)− (a) .

Thus (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− ≤ (µ ∧ν)−. Hence
(µ ∧ν)− = (µ ◦ν ◦ν)−. Therefore by Theorem14, S is
right weakly regular.

Corollary 9. If (µ ∧ν)− ≤ (µ ◦ν ◦ν)− for every
(α,β )-fuzzy bi-ideal (quasi-ideal) µ and every
(α,β )-fuzzy two sided idealν of S, where(α,β ) is any
one of(∈,∈), (∈,q), (∈, ∈∧q), (∈ ∨q,∈), (∈ ∨q,q),
(∈∨q,∈∧q), and(∈∨q,∈∨q), then S is a right weakly
regular ternary semigroup.

5 Implication-based fuzzy ideals

Fuzzy logic is an extension of set theoretic multivalued
logic in which the truth values are linguistic variables or
terms of the linguistic variable truth. Some operators, for
example∧,∨, ¬, → in fuzzy logic are also defined by
using truth tables, and the extension principle can be
applied to derive definitions of the operators. In fuzzy
logic, the truth value of fuzzy propositionΦ is denoted by
[Φ] . For a universe of discourseU, we display the fuzzy
logical and corresponding set-theoretical notations used
in this paper

[x∈ µ ] = µ (x) , (8)

[Φ ∧Ψ ] = min{[Φ] , [Ψ ]} , (9)

[Φ →Ψ ] = min{1, 1− [Φ]+ [Ψ ]} , (10)

[∀x Φ (x)] = inf
x∈U

[Φ (x)] , (11)

|= Φ if and only if [Φ] = 1 for all valuations. (12)

The truth valuation rules given in (10) are those in the
Łuckasiewicz system of continuous-valued logic. Of
course, various implication operators have been defined.
We show only a section of them in the following
(a) Gaines-Rescher implication operator (IGR):

IGR(a,b) =

{

1 if a≤ b,
0 otherwise
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(b) Gödel implication operator (IG):

IG(a,b) =

{

1 if a≤ b,
b otherwise

(c) The contraposition of Gödel implication operator (IcG):

IcG(a,b) =

{

1 if a≤ b,
1−a otherwise

for all a,b ∈ [0,1] . Ying [11] introduced the concept of
fuzzifying topology. We can expand his/her idea to
ternary semigroups, and we define fuzzifying left (right
and lateral) ideals as follows:

Definition 4. A fuzzy setµ in S is called a fuzzifying left
(resp. right and lateral) ideal of S if it satisfies the
following condition:

|= [z∈ µ ]→ [xyz∈ µ ] (13)

(resp. |= [z∈ µ ]→ [zxy∈ µ ] and |= [z∈ µ ]→ [xzy∈ µ ])

for all x,y,z∈ S.

Obviously, condition (13) is equivalent to (1) .
Therefore a fuzzifying left (resp. right and lateral) idealis
an ordinary fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral) ideal. In
[10] the concept oft-tautology is introduced, that is,

|=t Φ if and only if [Φ]≥ t for all valuations.

Now we extend the concept of implication-based fuzzy left
(right and lateral) ideal in the following way:

Definition 5. Let µ be a fuzzy set in S and t∈ (0,1]. Then
µ is called a t-implication-based fuzzy left (resp. right and
lateral) ideal of S if it satisfies the following condition:

|=t [z∈ µ ]→ [xyz∈ µ ] (14)

(resp. |=t [z∈ µ ]→ [zxy∈ µ ] and |=t [z∈ µ ]→ [xzy∈ µ ])

for all x,y,z∈ S.

Let I be an implication operator. Clearly,µ is a
t-implication-based fuzzy left (resp. right and lateral)
ideal ofS if and only if it satisfies:

I (µ (z) ,µ (xyz))≥ t (15)

(resp.I (µ (z) ,µ (zxy))≥ t andI (µ (z) ,µ (xzy))≥ t)

Theorem 18. For any fuzzy setµ in S, if I = IGR, thenµ
is a t-implication-based fuzzy left ideal of S if and only if
µ is fuzzy left ideal of S for all t∈ (0,1].

Proof.Assume thatI = IGR andµ is at-implication-based
fuzzy left ideal ofS. Then

IGR(µ (z) ,µ (xyz))≥ t

which implies that

IGR(µ (z) ,µ (xyz)) = 1.

Henceµ (xyz)≥ µ (z) . Thereforeµ is a fuzzy left ideal of
S.

Conversely suppose thatµ is a fuzzy left ideal ofS.
Thenµ (xyz)≥ µ (z) and so

IGR(µ (z) ,µ (xyz)) = 1≥ t,

for all t ∈ (0,1]. Henceµ is a t-implication-based fuzzy
left ideal ofS.

Corollary 10. For any fuzzy set in S, if I = IGR, then every
t-implication-based fuzzy left ideal of S is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy left ideal of S.

Theorem 19.For any fuzzy setµ in S, if I = IG, thenµ is
a 0.5-implication-based fuzzy left ideal of S if and only if
µ is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left ideal of S.

Proof.Assume thatµ is a 0.5-implication-based fuzzy left
ideal ofS. Then for allx,y,z∈ S

IG (µ (z) ,µ (xyz))≥ 0.5.

Thusµ (xyz) ≥ µ (z) or µ (z) > µ (xyz) ≥ 0.5. It follows
thatµ (xyz)≥ min{µ (z) , 0.5} . Henceµ is an(∈,∈ ∨q)-
fuzzy left ideal ofS.

Conversely suppose thatµ is an (∈,∈ ∨q)-fuzzy left
ideal ofS. Then for allx,y,z∈ S,

µ (xyz)≥ min{µ (z) , 0.5} .

Case I. If min {µ (z) , 0.5} = µ (z) , then
µ (xyz)≥ µ (z) and so

IG(µ (z) ,µ (xyz)) = 1≥ 0.5.

CaseII. If min {µ (z) , 0.5}= 0.5, thenµ (xyz) ≥ 0.5 and
so

Case II-1. If µ (xyz)≥ µ (z) , then clearly

IG(µ (z) ,µ (xyz)) = 1≥ 0.5.

Case II-2. If µ (xyz)< µ (z) , then

IG(µ (z) ,µ (xyz)) = µ (xyz)≥ 0.5.

Henceµ is a 0.5-implication-based fuzzy left ideal ofS.

Theorem 20.For any fuzzy setµ in S, if I = IcG, thenµ is
a 0.5-implication-based fuzzy left ideal of S if and only if

max{µ (xyz) ,0.5} ≥ µ (z) (16)

for all x,y,z∈ S.
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Proof.Assume thatµ is a 0.5-implication-based fuzzy left
ideal ofS. Then

IcG(µ (z) ,µ (xyz))≥ 0.5

and soµ (z) ≤ µ (xyz) or 1− µ (z) ≥ 0.5, that isµ (z) ≤
0.5. It follows that

max{µ (xyz) ,0.5} ≥ µ (z)

for all x,y,z∈ S.
Conversely suppose that (16) is valid. If

max{µ (xyz) ,0.5}= µ (xyz) , then

µ (xyz)≥ µ (z)

and so
IcG(µ (z) ,µ (xyz)) = 1≥ 0.5.

If max{µ (xyz) ,0.5}= 0.5, thenµ (z)≤ 0.5 andµ (xyz)≤
0.5. If µ (xyz)≥ µ (z) , then

IcG(µ (z) ,µ (xyz)) = 1≥ 0.5.

If µ (xyz)< µ (z) , then

IcG(µ (z) ,µ (xyz)) = 1− µ (z)≥ 0.5.

Henceµ is a 0.5-implication-based fuzzy left ideal ofS.
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